A new procedure for measuring the motion aftereffect (MAE) is described. The procedure involves adaptation to an animation sequence depicting dots moving in a given direction followed by presentation of a test sequence depicting dots moving in all possible directions. Under adaptation, the test sequence appears to have a directional bias opposite the direction experienced during adaptation. This MAE can be nullified by viewing an animation sequence in which a percentage of dots is constrained to move in a direction opposite the aftereffect. Using a method of constant stimuli, this percentage can be varied to fmd the value yieIding incoherent motion. This dynamic MAE exhibit the same characteristics as the conventional MAE.
INTRODUCTION
"What appears to move backward while actually standing still?" Those familiar with visual motion perception will quickly solve this riddle: "an object previously seen to move forward for a period of time". This phenomenon, of course, represents the familiar motion aftereffect (MAE). The MAE is easily induced simply by staring at a given direction of motion for a minute or so. Immediately following this period of motion adaptation, a stationary stimuIus appears to drift in the opposite direction, with this illusory motion steadily slowing and finally dissipating within a relatively short period of time. The actual duration of the MAE depends, among other things, on the duration of adaptation to real motion.
The MAE has received considerable attention since the landmark paper by Wohlgemuth (1911) delineating the conditions eliciting illusory motion in a stationary display. In recent years, interest in the MAE has accelerated, in part because the phenomenon is thought to provide a psychophysica1 tool for studying the response properties of motion mechanisms in human vision {e.g. Anstis, 1980) . Indeed, contemporary models of motion perception (van Santen & Sperling, 1984; Adelson & Bergen, 1985; Watson & Ahumada, 1985) routinely attempt to incorporate the MAE, and neurophysiologists have sought to uncover its neural concomitants (Marlin, Hasan & Cynader, 1988; Hammond, Mouat & Smith, 1985; Petersen, Baker & Allman, 1985; Vautin & Berkley, 1977) . One limitation to these efforts, however, concerns the psychophysical index conventionally used to quantify the MAE. With some exceptions noted below, studies typically express the magnitude of the MAE in terms of its duration, defined as the time elapsing between presentation of the stationary test stimulus and the complete disappearance of illusory motion of that stimulus. This strength index, while easy to measure, has several shortcomings. First, duration merely specifies how long the MAE lasts, not how strong it appears at a given moment (e.g. immediately following adaptation). Second, observers can find it difficult to judge exactly when the MAE has dissipated completely, and they sometimes report that ilfusory motion spontaneousIy reappears after a few seconds. And third, duration provides a rather cumbersome metric for motion strength when developing and testing models or performing physiological experiments aimed at uncovering possible neurai concomitants of the MAE.
There are several potential ways to circumvent these limitations. One could obtain numeric estimates of perceived (illusory) motion at some prescribed time (e.g. immediately following adaptation). Direct scaling, however, has never enjoyed widespread acceptance among visual scientists (see e.g. Brindley, 1970) , particularly those concerned with modeling. After all, how do we relate numeric estimates of subjective strength to underlying neural processes? As an alternative, observers can be instructed to adjust the speed and direction of a comparison target undergoing real motion until it matches that of the illusory motion of a stationary object. While simple in principle, this task turns out to be challenging: observers can never exactly match the MAE using real motion, for the object undergoing illusory motion never goes anywhere. In fact, we have found that observers never confuse real motion with the illusory motion associated with the MAE (Hiris & Blake, 1992) . So in a matching procedure, the match is at best an approximation. Now, one might try to nullify the
